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Abstract 

Raw text data online has increased the need for designing artificial systems capable of processing raw 

data efficiently and at a low cost in the field of natural language processing (NLP). A well-developed 

morphological analysis is an important cornerstone of NLP, in particular when word look-up is an 

important stage of processing. Morphological analysis has many advantages, including reducing the 

number of word forms to be stored computationally, as well as being cost-efficient and time-efficient. 

NLP is relevant in the field of medicine, especially in automatic text analysis, which is a relatively 

young field in Swedish medical texts. Much of the stored information is highly unstructured and 

disorganized 

Using raw corpora, this paper aims to contribute to automatic morphological segmentation by 

experimenting with state-of-art-tools for unsupervised and semi-supervised word segmentation of 

Swedish words in medical texts. The results show that a reasonable segmentation is more dependent 

on a high number of word types, rather than a special type of corpora. The results also show that semi-

supervised word segmentation in the form of annotated training data greatly increases the 

performance. 
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Sammanfattning 

Rå textdata online har ökat behovet för artificiella system som klarar av att processa rå data effektivt 

och till en låg kostnad inom språkteknologi (NLP). En välutvecklad morfologisk analys är en viktig 

hörnsten inom NLP, speciellt när ordprocessning är ett viktigt steg. Morfologisk analys har många 

fördelar, bland annat reducerar den antalet ordformer som ska lagras teknologiskt, samt så är det 

kostnadseffektivt och tidseffektivt. NLP är av relevans för det medicinska ämnet, speciellt inom 

textanalys som är ett relativt ungt område inom svenska medicinska texter. Mycket av den lagrade 

informationen är väldigt ostrukturerat och oorganiserat. 

Genom att använda råa korpusar ämnar denna uppsats att bidra till automatisk morfologisk 

segmentering genom att experimentera med de för närvarande bästa verktygen för oövervakad och 

semi-övervakad ordsegmentering av svenska ord i medicinska texter. Resultaten visar att en acceptabel 

segmentering beror mer på ett högt antal ordtyper, och inte en speciell sorts korpus. Resultaten visar 

också att semi-övervakad ordsegmentering, dvs. annoterad träningsdata, ökar prestandan markant. 

 

Nyckelord 

automatisk ordsegmentering, svensk medicinsk ordsegmentering, morfemsegmentering, 

morfeminduktion, morfologisk analys, oövervakad inlärning, språkteknologi 
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1. Introduction 

Raw data, in particular raw text data, is accumulating, primarily online, at an unprecedented rate for a 

growing number of languages. The available data contains information useful to, and of great interest 

to, government agencies, businesses, researches and the public alike. Be it a company wanting to find 

out how a certain product is received by the consumers in online reviews, or a person wanting to use 

an automatic machine translation service for personal use.  

With this accumulation, the need for designing artificial systems capable of processing raw data 

efficiently and at a low cost is of great interest. Natural language processing (NLP) is the scientific 

field concerned with human-computer interaction, i.e. enabling artificial systems to both understand 

and generate natural (human) language (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). This includes many applications 

within NLP, for example information extraction (IE) and information retrieval (IR), spell checking, 

named entity recognition, speech synthesis and machine translation. 

A well-developed morphological analysis is an important cornerstone of NLP, in particular when word 

look-up is an important stage of processing. Morphemes are considered “to be the smallest meaning-

bearing elements of language, and they can be defined in a language-independent manner” (Creutz and 

Lagus, 2000). This stands in stark contrast to the definition of the word as an analytical unit, which 

according to Creutz and Lagus (2002), lacks any agreed upon, language-independent definition. Using 

words (or stems or roots) as analytical units for segmentation may work rather well for languages with 

a certain morphological structure. It is not, however, suitable for many different languages, ranging 

from agglutinative languages like Finnish (Creutz and Lagus, 2002), to concatenating languages like 

Swedish, and even non-concatenative languages like Arabic.  

The advantages of morphological analysis for word segmentation includes reducing the number of 

words and word forms to be stored computationally, lowering the cost and increasing the efficiency, as 

well as avoiding the problem of data sparsity, since no single corpus will contain all possible words 

and word forms. 

NLP is relevant in the field of medicine, especially in automatic text analysis. Much of the stored 

information is highly unstructured and disorganized and NLP approaches benefit the field greatly 

(Tan, 2014). A few application areas are: automatic diagnosis based on patient journals and 

discoveries of new treatments and trends due to automatically extracted information connecting 

research articles and clinical data. 

However, the very diverse vocabulary of the medical domain contributes to its difficulties in NLP. 

Asides from the rapid development of the domain in itself, a creative word formation, including 

multilingual stems, affixes and diverse word-forming elements, is one of the main challenges. Many 

words used in medical texts are not available for dictionary look-up (Kvist and Velupillai, 2013), thus 

increases the role of morphological segmentation. 

The language of medicine poses interesting challenges to NLP. Our Greco-Roman legacy has left the 

national medical languages of the West1 with much in common, albeit with some systematic 

differences. In Swedish, and other Germanic languages, medical terminology is often (but not always) 

                                                      
1 No discussion regarding the definition of ’the West’ will be made. 
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the result of direct import of words with their correct Latin endings, e.g. ulcus ventriculi (gastric 

ulcer) (Wulff, 2004). In Swedish medical language, words are often an admixture of Swedish words 

with either Greek or Latin morphemes, or both. The word binjurebarksandrogenerna (see example 1) 

is an example of a Swedish word containing both Greek and Latin morphemes: 

 

(1)  

bi | njure | bark | s | andr | o | gen | er | na 

 

The Swedish medical language started to receive attention in NLP in the early 2000s (Velupillai et al., 

2008, Henrikson et al., 2011). This paper is an attempt to contribute to automatic morphological 

segmentation by experimenting with state-of-art-tools for unsupervised and semi-supervised word 

segmentation. The main goal of this research project is to: 

 

 Achieve a reasonable word segmentation of Swedish words in medical texts. 

 

The questions that will be studies are: 

 

 What kind of data produces the best segmentation? 

 How much data is needed for a reasonable segmentation? 

 At what cost (computationally) can a reasonable segmentation be achieved? 

 At what time-cost (computationally) can a reasonable segmentation be achieved? 

 

Unsupervised (and to some extent semi-supervised) algorithms share advantages with a morphological 

analysis, such as language-independence. It is also independent of any particular linguistic theory and 

can easily be adapted for new languages (Kurimo et al., 2010). This will be, to the knowledge of the 

writer, the first systematic attempt to investigate the possible application of a probabilistic machine 

learning method from the Morfessor family2 (Grönroos et al., 2014) to Swedish medical texts, namely 

the Morfessor Baseline method (Creutz and Lagus, 2002).  

  

                                                      
2 For more information on the Morfessor family of methods, see http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/morpho/.  

http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/morpho/
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2. Background 

This section describes the background of immediate relevance to the aim of this research project in 

terms of automatic morphological (word) segmentation. For a broader background information 

regarding morphological analysis and word segmentation in NLP, see Mitkov (2003). 

2.1. Supervised Automatic Stemming Algorithms 

Early attempts in automatic morphological segmentation was done by stemming (Lovins, 1968, Porter, 

1980). Stemming is the morphological process of reducing inflected and also derived word forms to a 

common base form, called the stem. The Spanish example in (2) demonstrates the different inflected 

forms in the nominal stem gat- (cat). 

 

(2)  

gat-o  gat-a  gat-os   

cat-NOM.SG.M cat-NOM.SG.F  cat-NOM.PL.M;F 

 

gat-as 

cat-NOM.PL.F 

 

As shown by the Spanish example, the stem does not necessarily have to be identical to the root form. 

Yule (2006) defines the stem as “the base form to which affixes are attached in the formation of 

words.” He explains that morphemes that can stand by themselves as single words (called free 

morphemes), are technically known as stems when they occur with one or more bound morphemes 

(morphemes that cannot stand by themselves). So none of the Spanish morphemes in (2) counts as free 

morphemes. However, the morpheme “dress” in the word undressed, is the stem, since it can stand by 

itself. There are also cases where the stem is not a free morpheme, as in the words receive, reduce and 

repeat. Yule (2006) calls these sort of stems (-ceive, -duce and –peat) bound stems in order to make a 

distinction between them and the free stems, such as “dress”. The Spanish stem gat- constitutes a 

bound stem.   

The main idea behind stemming originate from the need to reduce the size of indices in text mining 

applications by mapping together morphological variants of a search query. By doing so, the recall 

rate is greatly improved without having a negative impact on the precision rate (Jivani, 2011). In 

theory this means that the search query democracy can return documents containing derivationally 

related forms such as democratic, democratically and democratization. Stemming is widely used, 

nowadays, in IR and is valuable for improving the precision and recall rate (Dalianis and Jongejan, 

2009). 

The first stemming algorithm for English was written by Julie Beth Lovins (Lovins, 1968) and used 

for IR and computational linguistics applications. The design of the algorithm consists 294 endings, 

each of which are dependent on one of 29 different conditions. A longest match principle is used to 
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find a stem by removing the longest possible ending which still satisfy its associated condition. Once 

the stem has been obtained, it is transformed using a table with transformational rules. The Lovins 

stemmer is very fast and can handle many irregular plurals. It is, however, costly and time-inefficient 

and the table of ending lacks many suffixes. 

The Porter Stemmer algorithm (Porter, 1980) was greatly influential at the time and continues to enjoy 

a high status. It is still widely used for word conflation in English and has been extended to be 

applicable to many other languages (Willet, 2006).  

The Porter Stemmer (Porter, 1980) is an automatic suffix-stripping algorithm that conflates inflected 

and derived word forms to a common stem. The stem is not necessarily a morphological root, which is 

exemplified by the fact that the Porter Stemmer conflates the words relate and relativity together. The 

problem with such conflation is that the two words are semantically not related and does not benefit 

the recall of documents. According to Porter (1980), the goal of suffix-stripping in IR is not to induce 

a correct linguistic analysis, but rather to improve IR performance. The algorithm is given a list of 

suffixes and a set of rules to iteratively remove the suffixes. This means that the success rate for the 

suffix stripping will be significantly less than 100%, because the algorithm cannot return to an already 

processed rule. For example, the -er in wander is treated as a suffix when it should be treated as part of 

the stem due to the order of the rules. Furthermore, the removal of a suffix can completely change the 

meaning of a word. Phonological processes, like stem alterations in deceive and deception are not 

handled by the algorithm either. These shortcomings are mentioned by Porter (1980), who concludes 

that: 

 

“There comes a stage in the development of a suffix stripping program where the 

addition of more rules to increase the performance in one area of the vocabulary causes 

an equal degradation of performance elsewhere. Unless this phenomenon is noticed in 

time, it is very easy for the program to become much more complex than is really 

necessary. It is also easy to give undue emphasis to cases which appear to be important, 

but which turn out to be rather rare.” Porter (1980, pp313-314) 

 

Xu & Croft (1998) adds to the criticism. Not only does errors due to too over-conflation occur, as in 

relate and relativity but terms like European and Europe which should be conflated, are not. The 

stemmer also produces stems that are not words and often difficult to interpret, e.g. iteration stems to 

“iter” and general stems to “gener”. Xu and Croft (1998) introduces a different approach to 

stemming, namely corpus-based stemming using co-occurrence of word variants. The assumption is 

that two word forms should be conflated if they tend to co-occur in the same document within a 

certain distance from each other. A Wall Street Journal article about stock prices will often contain 

both stock and stocks. Using a corpus-based approach looking at co-occurrence of word variants is 

believed to better identify corpus-dependent conflations (stock and stocks) and also to help prevent bad 

conflations resulting from linguistically-based algorithms (like policy and police). One problem with 

their algorithm is that it will inevitably fail to reduce rare words to their stem forms, since these 

instances will lack a co-occurring word. Being dependent on corpora, it may also miss common words 

not encountered in a given corpus. 

Dalanis and Jongejan (2009) includes prefixes and infixes, in addition to only suffixes. Languages like 

German and Dutch display examples of prefixing, infixing and suffixing in a single word and thus 
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requires more advanced methods than suffix replacement. They create a trainable lemmatizer for this 

reason with a “set” of one-size-fits-all rule with some slight modifications. 

Dalianis and Jongejan (2009) claim that a lemmatizer that only applies one rule per word is useful for 

inflected language. The number of inflection schemes is finite and “thus a finite number of 

lemmatization rules should suffice to lemmatize indefinitely many words.” (Dalianis and Jongejan, 

2009) 

One disadvantage of the algorithm, which Dalianis and Jongejan (2009) state themselves, is that the 

algorithm needs large training data in the form of extended lists of full form – lemma pairs. 

2.1.1 Stemming Algorithms Classification Scheme 

The Porter Stemmer falls under the category of affix stripping algorithms. They deal with the removal 

of affixes in order to reduce an inflected or derived word form to its stem form. The algorithm is given 

a list of linear, transformational rules, usually in the form of an if-statement, meaning if a word fulfills 

a certain condition, a certain rule is applied. Code example [1] demonstrates such a rule: 

 

[1]  

1. if word ends in ‘-ed’: 

2. remove ‘-ed’ 

 

Affix stripping algorithms are cost-efficient since only a limited list of affixes need to be stored 

and the rules are limited. The Porter stemmer applies only about 60 different rules for suffix 

stripping (Porter, 1980). Some shortcomings of affix stripping algorithms, in addition to those 

mentioned regarding the Porter algorithm, include the inability to handle different lexical 

categories that may share affixes, and irregularities in general, like begin, began and begun. 

Another type of stemming algorithm is the look-up algorithm. Look-up algorithms store all the 

inflected forms and their stems in a table. The advantages of this algorithm is that the precision is high 

and it handles irregularities well, unlike affix stripping algorithms. It does not, however, handle words 

that are not in the table, which affix stripping algorithms handles better. (Wikipedia, 2015).  

Lemmatization algorithms identify the lexical category of a word and apply different rules for 

each lexical category. This handles the problem of stem alteration well since the lexical 

category is identified before the rules are applied. The lemmatization approach is dependent on 

identifying the correct lexical category, which can be a problem when the use of an affix 

overlaps different lexical categories, as in the noun unhappy and the verb undo, both of which 

begin with the prefix un-. The BioLemmatizer (Liu et al., 2012) is an example of a 

lemmatization tool for morphological processing. 

2.2. Issues Related to Automatic Stemming 

In this section several problems with stemming algorithms will be discussed. Stemming, as 

mentioned previously, is the morphological process of reducing inflected or derived word forms 

to their common stem. First, it is difficult to apply this to languages that use a non-concatenative 

morphology, like Arabic, where words consists of consonantal roots, called radicals. The 
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majority of roots consist of three radicals. The base form of an Arabic word is its consonantal 

root and a root conveys a certain conceptual meaning. The root K-T-B ( ك - ت - ب ) conveys the 

meaning “to write” (Schulz et al., 2000, pp. 44-45). Some example word forms (from the writer 

in example) will be used for demonstration, with the radicals in bold style and long vowels 

marked with a macron ( ¯ ) placed above the vowel: 

 

(3)   

kataba (he wrote)   kitāb (book)  

istiktāb (causing to write)  kutub (books)  

makātib (desks, offices)  kutayyib (booklet) 

muktatib (subscription)  kitābat (writing) 

 

A given root can be found in a huge number of different forms. Arabic words are formed by adding 

prefixes, infixes, suffixes and circumfixes to the root. Reducing, or conflating, all these forms to the 

same stem proves a difficult task since removing the affixes results in only the consonantal root. 

muktatib, kātib, maktabat and iktitāb (see example 3 for translations) should not be conflated to the 

same stem because the meanings of the words are semantically very different. The difference between 

these words are not comparable to the difference between words like democracy, democratic, 

democratically and democratization. Furthermore, stripping the infixes from kutub does not reduce it 

to kitāb, but rather to a root with a semantic concept without any semantic meaning.  

Second, irregular plurals in Arabic constitute the majority of nouns and the rules from which the 

correct plural form can be derived from the singular form are few (Schulz et al., 2000, pp. 45). In 

accordance with Arabic grammar tradition (Schulz et al., 2000, pp. 45), the different root patterns are 

represented by the radicals F-‘3- L ( ف - ع - ل ). The root F-‘- L conveys the meaning ‘to do’, to make’ 

(Schulz et al, 2000, pp. 44-45).  

 

(4)  

singular form plural form  transliterated example translation 

fi‘āl  fu‘ul  kitāb - kutub  book - books 

fa‘īla  fu‘ul  safīna - sufun  ship - ships 

fa‘īl  fu‘ul  sabīl - subul  path – paths 

(Example of patterns retrieved from: Wikipedia. 2015. Broken Plural. [Online]. [Accessed spring 2015]. Available from: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broken_plural#Patterns_in_Arabic) 

 

As demonstrated by the table of singular-plural-form derivations, there are no rules how to derive a 

plural form. Neither a rule-based affix stripping algorithm nor a look-up table would be able to learn 

which singular pattern a plural pattern is derived from.  

                                                      
3 The ‘ (inverted single quotation mark) represents the Arabic letter ع, a voiced pharyngeal fricative.  
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Third, highly agglutinative languages, like Finnish, also pose a great challenge to stemming algorithms 

due to the multitude of inflected and derived forms. Finnish roots can have more than 2000 different 

inflected and derived forms4. Storing all these different forms in a look-up table would require so 

much storage that it would make it inefficient and costly. Finnish compound words are common, and 

often a stem is followed by multiple suffixes. For instance, the word kahvinjuojallekin (also for [the] 

coffe drinker) consists of: 

 

(5)  

kahvi n juo ja lle kin 

coffe of drink -er for also 

(Example of Finnish compound word from: Background information on morpheme discovery. [Accessed spring 2015] Available from: 

http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/morpho/problem.shtml) 

 

Fourth, stemming algorithms are not particularly suitable of handling words with multiple stems. 

Grigonyté et al. (2014, pp. 78-79) demonstrates this with contextual disambiguation shown by the 

Swedish compound words in (6): 

 

(6)  

Swedish segmentation English translation 

hjärt | eko  cardiac echo 

hjärte | ko  beloved cow 

 

A stemmer would simply not know which potential stem is the correct one in the given context. 

Further complicating matters, is the fact that the Finnish language is rich in various phonological 

processes. Suffixes frequently alters the root in various ways, e.g. juon (I drink) and join (I drank). 

There are alternative stem forms for different suffixes, e.g. kivi (stone) and kiven (stone-GEN), 

hevonen (horse) and hevoset (horses). Consonant gradation is responsible for often replacing the 

double consonants kk, pp and tt with their equivalent single consonant. Reversely, a single k, p and t 

are often replaced by dropping of consonant, v and d respectively (see example 7 from Karlsson 

(1999)) (Karlsson, 1999, pp.28). 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
4 http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/~fkarlsso/genkau2.html [Accessed spring 2015] 

http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/~fkarlsso/genkau2.html
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(7)  

pp p kaappi (cupboard) kaapissa (in [the] cupboard) 

tt  t  matto (mat)  matolla (on [the] mat) 

kk  k  kukka (flower)  kukan (of [the] flower) 

p  v  tupa (hut)  tuvassa (in [the] hut) 

Vt  Vd  katu (street)  kadulla (on [the] street) 

ht  hd lähte- (leave)  lähden (I leave) 

k  Ø  jalka (foot  jalan (of [the] foot) 

 

Lastly, several suffixes occur in two alternative forms due to a phonetic feature called vowel harmony, 

where the back vowels a, o, and u may not occur in a word with any of the front vowels ä, ö or y and 

vice versa, for instance: talossa (in [the] house) but kylässä (in [the] village) (Karlsson, 1999, pp. 16-

17). 

These various phonological processes and features cannot be sufficiently captured by affix stripping 

rules. The amount of rules needed are great in number. And since Finnish nominal lexical categories 

share the same set of suffixes (Karlsson, 1999, pp.18), a lemmatization approach is not suitable either. 

The problems discussed also arise when stemming Swedish words, a language in which word 

compounding is very productive, and in theory, infinite. No stemming algorithms will be able to 

account for ass possible compound words. Automatic stemming faces challenges when a compound 

word consists of several stems and affixes, like the possible compound word barnhemsföreståndarnas 

(see example 8) 

 

(8)  

barn  hem s förestånd ar 

child.NOM home.NOM GEN manager PL  

na  s   

DEF  GEN 

 

Stemming this word is not a simple procedure of removing the affixes. In addition to affix stripping 

rules, a stemming algorithm has to implement rules for determining whether a segment of the 

compound even is an affix. Hypothetically, having a rule stating that every segment which is not a 

suffix is, per definition, a stem, will not account for the systematic phonetic alterations compound 

words undergo. 

Compound words in Swedish are constructed by adjoining two or more lexical items. The first part of 

a compound often loses its final vowel or has a so-called binding suffix5 inserted (or both). The most 

                                                      
5 The definition of a binding suffix is taken from Hultman (2003), with the sense of binding together two 

lexical items. There are other definitions as well. 
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common binding suffix is the consonant s, but the vowels a, e, o and - are also common (Hultman, 

2003, §3.2.2.). See example 9: 

 

(9)  

single word compound word example  changes 

backe  backsippa   e – Ø  

flicka  flickrum, flickebarn  a – Ø, a – e  

tid  tidsfrist   insert ”s”  

ängel  änglamat   drop ”e” insert ”a” 

skatt  skattefri   insert ”e” 

kyrka  kyrkogård   a – o  

gata  gatulykta   a – u  

 

There are no regular rules for the usage of -s- as a binding suffix, although some tendencies (Hultman, 

2003, §4.1.3.2). 

Even when considering single words, stemming algorithms fails to capture vowel alterations occurring 

systematically in many stems: a and å changes to ä, o changes to ö, and u changes to y or ö (Hultman, 

2003, §4.1.4.1.2). These cases are not, as Porter (1980) puts it, “giving undue emphasis to a rare 

case.” See example (10) from Hultman (2003). 

 

(10)  

 a – ä man – män (man, men) 

å – ä stång – stänger (pole, poles) 

o – ö grov – grövre (rough, rougher)  

u – y ung – yngre (young, younger) 

u – ö lus – löss (louse, lice) 

 

Fifth, yet another linguistic feature stemming fails to process correctly is homonymy. Yule (2006) 

defines homonymy as the: “words with the same form that are unrelated in meaning”. A Swedish 

example of a homonym is bete (bait or tusk). If a search query is made for the first term, and results 

also containing the second term is returned, it does not increase the recall rate since irrelevant results 

are returned. 

The notion of homonymy can also be extended to morphemes in general. In regard to machine 

translation, an incorrect morphological analysis will not render the correct translation. There is the 

example of the string bi, which in Swedish can be analyzed in three different ways. Firstly as a bound 

morpheme of Latin origin from the form bis (twice) in words like bipolär (bipolar). Secondly, it can 

be analyzed as a bound morpheme of Low German origin in words like bibehålla (to maintain in 
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unchanged condition in regards to a concrete or abstract occurrence). Finally, it may be an integral 

part of word stems in words like bild (picture), or billig (cheap), or simply a word on its own, as in bi 

(bee). For successful processing of natural language, these different morphemes and stems must be 

differentiated from each other.  

Lastly it should also be mentioned that stemming is redundant for languages like Mandarin, where the 

stem usually is not distinguishable from the lemma form (Chang et al, 2008). 

Stemming in IR and NLP is seen as non-dependent on linguistic analysis. Stemming is, as Porter 

(1980) puts it, simply a way of improving IR performance, and not a linguistic exercise. This is a 

shortcoming in itself and limits its usefulness tremendously. Although precision rate and recall rate are 

important aspects of text mining, they cannot be at the expense of, and overshadow, a correct 

linguistic analysis. They should not be seen as incompatible with linguistic analysis, without which, 

determining the boundaries between stems and affixes is difficult. 

2.3. Automatic Morphological Analysis 

Many existing algorithms for the discovery of morphemes are based on a relatively simple inflectional 

morphology, focusing on identifying prefixes, stems and suffixes (ignoring other types of affixes, such 

as infix, and ignoring other language types like concatenative or agglutinative languages) (Creutz and 

Lagus, 2002). 

 

Déjean (1998) produces a list of the hundred most frequent morphemes for a given language from 

“…untagged and non-artificial corpora without specific knowledge about the studied language” 

(Déjean 1998, pp. 295). Morphemes are considered to be the affixes (more precisely; prefixes and 

suffixes) of the language and he does not aim for a morphological analysis of each word, but rather the 

production of the list of morphemes. He also claims that only the hundred most frequent morphemes 

are sufficient for concatenation, and does therefore not try to generate all the morphemes of a corpus. 

In Déjean (1998) the discovery of morphemes is divided into three steps. First, the most frequent 

morphemes are discovered by finding beginnings or endings of word. The number of different letters 

following a given sequence of letters are counted and if this number exceeds half of the letters of the 

given alphabet, a morpheme boundary is suggested, as long as it is not part of a longer morpheme. 18 

different letters were found before the sequence on, suggesting that on is a morpheme. However, he 

found that more than 50% of the words ending with on were actually part of a longer morpheme 

sequence, namely ion. Therefore ion is considered a morpheme. Only sequences with a frequency 

above 100 is kept. 

The second step consists of using the discovered morphemes to find other morphemes. For a given 

sequence of letters, the immediately following sequence of letters is matched against already 

discovered morphemes. If half of the sequences correspond to already discovered morphemes, the 

others are also considered as morphemes. In order to avoid generating wrong morphemes, only new 

morphemes with a frequency higher than five is kept (Déjean, 1998). 

Having compiled a list of morphemes, the third step is segmenting each word of a corpus by applying 

the longest match algorithm, meaning the longest morpheme matching the beginning or ending of a 

word is used for segmentation. Some words, mainly grammatical words, are not segmented for 

practical reasons. Having a word segmentation, the segmentation is further refined by constructing bi-
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grams looking at what Déjean (1998) calls the chunk level. The chunk level is defined as the morpho-

syntactical structure in which grammatical words and morphemes serve as boundary indicators, tying 

them to either the following lexical, if they are at the beginning of the chunk, or to the preceding 

lexical when in the ending. This means that the German word hauses (house) is segmented in 

accordance with its occurrence in the context des S-es6, resulting in des Haus-es (the house-GEN.SG) 

(Déjean, 1998). 

It has to be noted that only compiling the hundred most frequent morphemes will not account for the 

morphological richness of even a morphologically simple language like English. There are more than 

600 suffixes in the English language.7 The other issue sources due to the difference between corpora: 

for instance, the hundred most frequent morphemes from a specific corpus may produce bad results in 

another corpus. His approach might work somewhat well if the corpus or corpora used are from the 

same domain, resulting in a rather low error rate. 

 

Goldsmiths algorithm (Goldsmith, 2001) is given a text file derived from a corpus as its only input and 

produces a partial morphological analysis of most of the words. The underlying principle behind the 

algorithm is the Minimum Description Length principle (MDL) (see Rissanen, 1978). It is a principle 

in information theory stating that, having a set of different hypothesis or explanations of observed 

data, the best one is the one that leads to the most concise representation of the data.  

The MDL algorithm constructs a list of the stems of the corpus “defined as the set of the unanalyzed 

words, plus the material that precedes the final suffix of each morphologically analyzed word”. 

(Goldsmith, 2001, pp. 164) A list of suffixes is also constructed. The suffixes occur with at least one 

stem. Using these finding, a list of signatures is constructed by empirically associate each stem with a 

set of suffixes, as they appear in the corpus.  

Goldsmiths method may not limit itself to a certain number of suffixes like Déjean’s method. But its 

signatures does not account for morphological structures in which several stems occur. 

 

Schone and Jurafsky (2000) criticizes previous approaches’ reliance on statistics of hypothesized 

stems and affixes to choose which affixes to consider legitimate. According to Schone and Jurafsky, 

this can lead to several problems, such as incorrect usage of correct affixes (ally stemming to all), or 

morphological ambiguity (rating conflating with rat instead of rate), or non-productive affixes may 

not be accounted for (the relationship between dirty and dirt may be lost). 

Instead, Schone and Jurafsky (2000) introduce an algorithm incorporating Latent Semantic Analysis 

(see Dumais, 2004), a technique which automatically identifies semantic information from a corpus. 

By way of word semantics, all and ally would not be conflated because the two words are not 

semantically similar. Their approach proposes affixes when “the stem and stem-plus-affix are 

sufficiently similar” (Schone and Jurafsky (2000, pp. 67). 

Schone and Jurafsky (2000) start by hypothesizing affixes by inserting words, which are identical to 

each other in the first p characters, into a trie. A group of candidate affixes are extracted from where 

the branching starts. The 200 most frequent candidate affixes are kept for subsequent processing. Then 

candidate affixes, which descend from a common ancestor node in the trie, is paired up. This pair is 

                                                      
6 S for stem 

7 http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:English_suffixes 
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called a rule. The rules form what is called a pair of potential morphological variants (PPMVs). The 

ruleset of a given rule is the set of all PPMVs that have that a rule in common. A list is generated 

which identifies the rulesets for every possible rule. Then the algorithm has to assess which rulesets or 

PPMVs describe true morphological relationship and which do not. Schone and Jurafsky (2000) claim 

that words that are morphologically related often share similar semantics. By looking at how semantic 

vectors of PPMVs correlate in comparison to other word pairs from the she same ruleset, it is possible 

to assess the legitimacy of the semantic-based probability for the variants.  

 

Creutz and Lagus have developed three methods for unsupervised discovery of morphemes: the 

Morfessor Baseline method (Creutz and Lagus, 2002), the Morfessor Categories-ML (Creutz and 

Lagus, 2002) and the Morfessor Categories-MAP method (Creutz and Lagus, 2005).  What 

distinguishes the Morfessor methods from previous work done in the field of word segmentation, is 

that these models focus on, and takes into account, languages with an agglutinative morphological 

structure, such as Finnish and Turkish.  

In the Baseline method (Creutz and Lagus, 2002), raw text is used as training data to learn a lexicon of 

morphs. A morph is defined as a morpheme-like unit. The goal is to obtain the optimal segmentation 

of the raw text into morphs, which are in turn added to the lexicon. This is done using the Minimum 

Description Length (MDL) principle, meaning that the best representation of the data is the most 

concise one. A unique morph with a high frequency in the raw text is more likely to be a morph and is 

cheaper to add to the lexicon, than a morph with a low frequency. This is due to computational 

reasons: the Baseline method uses a flat lexicon, meaning that each morpheme is seen as a string and 

encoded using a certain number of bits. Therefore longer morphemes are more expensive to encode 

and only encoded if frequent enough in the training data. The algorithm for the Baseline recursively 

segments tokens to find the segmentation with the lowest cost. Each token is split into two parts and 

the cost is evaluated.  If one of the splits return the lowest cost, the processing is finished and the next 

token is read as input. If no split is selected, the next possible split is considered. Every possible split 

of a token into two segments is evaluated. 

The Categories-ML method (Creutz and Lagus, 2002) builds on the Baseline method and also uses a 

flat lexicon. A probabilistic model based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) (see Jurafsky and Martin, 

2009) is trained in an unsupervised manner to categorize morphs as either a prefix, a stem or a suffix 

(or a non-morpheme) and sequential dependencies between the different categories are learned. The 

Baseline method, using MDL, evaluates the cost of the model, i.e. the lexicon. The Categories-ML 

method, using Maximum Likelihood (ML) learning also evaluates the probability of the data. A morph 

with a high frequency in the data is more probable to be a morph, than one occurring less frequently.  

The algorithm for the Categories-ML linearly split types, and not tokens, into morphs at random 

intervals and estimates the morph probability for the different splittings. Then the raw text is split 

again using the Viterbi algorithm (see Jurafsky and Martin, 2009) to find most cost-efficient 

segmentation for each type. If needed, there are a number of rejection criteria against which the 

segmentation of a word can be evaluated.  

The Categories-MAP (Creutz and Lagus, 2005) method also uses a probabilistic model based on 

HMM, with the difference that it is expressed in a maximum a posteriori framework (see Creutz and 

Lagus, 2005). The likelihood of morph belonging to a certain category is determined by its “meaning”. 

Different characteristics are collected about the usage of a morpheme within words. It utilizes a 

hierarchical lexicon, meaning that it does not rely on heuristics. 
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These three Morfessor algorithms are considered to be state-of-the-art approaches to morphological 

segmentation. 

2.4. The Morpho Challenge Competition 

The Morpho Challenge competition was launched in 2005 as a way of bringing together researchers, 

linguists and various enthusiasts within the NLP community to compare their best algorithms for 

unsupervised and, since 2010, semi-supervised discovery of morphemes from raw data, non-specific 

to, and independent of any language (Kurimo et al., 2010). The main goals for the challenge are:  

i) to learn of the phenomena underlying word construction in natural languages  

ii) to discover approaches suitable for a wide range of languages 

iii) to advance machine learning methodology. The algorithms presented are evaluated against a 

gold standard but mainly also by performing evaluations in several state-of-the-art application 

tasks where morpheme identification is relevant. These applications are automatic speech 

recognition (ASR), information retrieval (IR) and statistical machine translation (SMT). 

(Kurimo et al., 2010). 

The first challenge in 2005 focused on unsupervised segmentation of words into morphemes. From 

2007 and onwards, the focus shifted to finding different realizations of the same underlying 

morpheme.       

 

Figure 1. Screenshot from Kurimo et al. (2010) 

 

The Morpho Challenge is the first, and only, platform for comparing automatic word segmentation 

approaches (Kurimo et al., 2010), using current state-of-the-art tools for unsupervised and semi-

supervised word segmentation, of which the Morfessor Baseline method is one. This research project 

will be based on the Morfessor Baseline method for its status as a state-of-the-art tool, but also 

because it is the only available open-source software for automatic word segmentation.  
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3. Data 

This section describes the data used. The data is divided into training data and test data in the 

following text file formats (see table 1):  

i) two raw texts as training data, derived from two different corpora (see 3.1.1. and 3.1.2.). 

ii) two unannotated word frequency lists as training data, derived from two different corpora 

(see 3.1.1. and 3.1.2.). 

iii) one annotated word list as training data, compiled from online resources 

iv) One word list as testing data which was gold standard annotated. The list was compiled 

from online resources. 

 

  Source of data 

Training data Raw text 1 Läkartidningen corpus 

Raw text 2 SUC 3.0 corpus 

Word frequency list 1 Läkartidningen corpus 

Word frequency list 2 SUC 3.0 corpus 

Annotated word list Medicinsk ordbok 

Test data Annotated word list Online resource 

Table 1. Summary of the training data and test data. 

 

The data is used to test an algorithm based on the Morfessor Baseline method (Creutz and Lagus, 

2002). The training data and the test data used in this paper can be found in the authors directory on 

Mumin, under /home/d14_mathias/thesis2015. Mumin is an SSH terminal emulator used by the 

department of computational linguistics at Stockholm University, and it was also used as a tool for the 

data processing. 

3.1. Corpora 

Two different corpora are used as training data. Läkartidningen is a specialized (i.e. domain-specific) 

corpus and the SUC 3.0 corpus (Källgren, 2006)8 is balanced (i.e. general) Swedish corpus.  

3.1.1. Läkartidningen Corpus 

Läkartidningen Corpus (LT) is a collection of th Swedish medical journal by the same name. The 

corpora selected covers every released issue from 1996 to 2005 and contains a total of 19.471.910 

tokens, 515.633 types and 1.085.785 sentences. This corpus is the only freely available resource for 

Swedish scientific medical language of this size. The medical terminology in LT corpus has a high 

ratio of Greek and Latin morphemes per word. LT was downloaded from Språkbanken’s online 

                                                      
8 Källgren (2006) is the documentation of SUC 2.0 but it is highly adaptable and valid for SUC 3.0. 
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resources page9 in the form of one XML-file for each year. The XML-files were processed one by one 

in a Linux terminal, using Linux commands. For the complete account of the processing of the files, 

see appendix A. 

Retrieving 50% from the raw text file was done by merging the individual raw texts from the 96 issue 

to the 2000 issue. 25 % was the result of merging the 96, 97 and ’05 issues. These merges gave 

approximately 50% and 25%. 

The summary of the LT data is given in table 2. 

 

Training corpus Number of tokens Number of types 

SUC 100 % 19.471.910 tokens 51.563 

SUC 50 % 9.735.955 25.781 

SUC 25 % 4.867.977 12.890 

Table 2. Summary of the LT corpus data. 

3.1.2. Stockholm-Umeå 3.0 Corpus 

The Stockholm-Umeå 3.0 Corpus (SUC 3.0) is a general, balanced corpus with collected Swedish 

texts from the 1990’s. It contains 1.166.593 tokens, 98.501 types and 74.245 sentences (Källgren 

(2006). The SUC corpus serves as a comparative corpus that can be contrasted with the specialized 

medical domain corpus LT. Hypothetically, the training data containing more medical terminology, 

here LT, is believed to produce a better segmentation, than data containing less (or no) medical 

terminology, as the general SUC does. 

The Stockholm-Umeå Corpus is also available at Språkbanken via a license10. The processing of the 

SUC Corpus is explained in detail in appendix B 

The summary of the SUC data is given in table 3. 

 

Training corpus Number of tokens Number of types 

SUC 100 % 1.166.593 98.501 

SUC 50 % 583.296 49.250 

SUC 25 % 291648 24.625 

Table 3. Summary of the SUC corpus data. 

                                                      
9 Språkbanken is a research unit at the department for Swedish, University of Gothenburg. LT corpus is 

available at: http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resources. The XML-files were downloaded on April 24, 

2015. 

10 License available for download at: http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resource/suc3 

http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resources
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3.2. Data from Online Resources 

The data from online resources consist of pseudo-manually and pseudo-randomly selected medical 

terminology. This section describes the way in which the list of morphemes and the compound words 

have been selected.  

3.2.1. Data Annotation Rules 

Before going further into the data selection, some though must be given to the issue of annotation. The 

implementation of the morphological segmentation algorithm, described in section 4.3., requires that 

the annotated word list for training includes compounds that can be segmented (Virpioja et al. 2013). 

The word list has to contain one compound per line, followed by one or more annotations, according 

to code example [2] taken from Virpioja et al. (2013). 

 

[2]  

<compound> <analysis1construction1>[ <analysis1constructionN>][, 

<analysis2construction1> [<analysis2constructionN>]*]* 

 

For example: 

 

(11)  

kardiologi kardi o log i 

 

The purpose of using the annotated word list is that the morphological segmentation algorithm could 

learn the patterns from it and apply them when segmenting other compound words. The knowledge 

that kardiology (cardiology) consists of four separate morphemes – kardi, o, log and i – could be of 

use when segmenting other words such as andrologi (andrology).  

The definition of a compound word is extended, in this research paper, to include, not only the 

concatenation of one or more independent words, but also the concatenation of independent 

morphemes. This is due to practical reasons. In Swedish, kardiologi (cardiology) is not a compound 

word per se but still has to be treated as if it consisted of four independent morphemes in order to 

implement the algorithm. 

The compound words are annotated according to the principle of morphological analysis, meaning 

they are segmented into affixes and stems, but the rules have been slightly modified and adjusted to 

serve the purpose of the algorithm.  

Many of the root morphemes are, for phonetic reasons, followed by the vowel segment -o-. This 

segment has no meaning. However, in the segmentation of compound words, it will be treated as a 

distinct morpheme for practical and computational reasons. The following morphemes (see 12) will be 

used for demonstration:  
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(12)  

cyst- (of or pertaining to the (urinary) bladder) 

nefr- (of or pertaining to the kidney(s)) 

pyel- (pelvis) 

-o- (no meaning) 

-it (inflammation) 

 

Many different words can be constructed using these five morphemes (see 13). 

 

(13)  

 cystit (cystitis)  pyelocystit (pyelocystitis)  

nefrit (nephritis)  pyelonefrit (pyelonephritis) 

pyelit (pyelitis)  cystopyelonefrit (cystopyelonephritis) 

cystopyelit (cystopyelitis) 

   

The practical reason for segmenting -o- as a distinct morpheme is that otherwise the training data 

would have to include two entries for each root morpheme that may be followed by the -o-. A word 

like cystit would represent all the compounds including cyst- (without the following -o-) and -it, and a 

word like cystopyelit would represent all the compounds including cysto- (with the following -o-), 

pyel- and -it. This gives us a total of four distinct morphemes (-it occur two times) using two entries 

(i.e. compound words) in the training data.  

 

(14)  

compound word  segmentation  morphemes 

cystit   cyst | it  2 

cystopyelit  cysto | pyel | it  3 

 

If instead, the -o- is a distinct morpheme, we only need one entry of the root morphemes to account for 

both forms. The word cystopyelonefrit, instead, gives us a total of five distinct morphemes using only 

one entry in the training data (-o- occurs two times). 

 

(15)  

compound word  segmentation  morphemes 

cystopyelonefrit  cyst | o | pyel | o | nefr | it 5 
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Using the same reasoning, in many suffixes ending with -i, the -i is also treated a distinct morpheme. 

This is due to a linguistic analysis. The -i ending (-ia in English) is an abstract noun ending. Consider 

the suffix pair -graf/-grafi (-graph/-graphy in English). -graf (instrument for recording, writing) has a 

concrete meaning whereas -grafi (process of recording, writing) has an abstract meaning. Including 

only the form -grafi and segmenting it as two distinct morphemes will also correctly analyze words 

ending in -graf, as in the word autograf (autograph) (Note that the compound word autograf is not in 

the training data, is it merely used as an example). 

One exception to the rules is the Greek suffix -metri (denoting the process of measuring). -metri 

cannot be further segmented into the morphemes metr- and -i since metr- is a root with the meaning 

‘pertaining to conditions or instruments of the uterus’.  

Another relevant example is the suffix -ektomi (-ectomy), in compound words like ooforektomi 

(oophorectomy). The suffix -ektomi actually consists of the prefix ek- (out), the stem tom (a cutting, 

section) and the abstract noun suffix -i. So ooforektomi is segmented as: 

 

(16)  

oofor | ek | tom | i 

 

All these annotation rules avoid both under-segmentation as well as over-segmentation. Example (16) 

demonstrates avoidance of under-segmentation. The rules are also in accordance with the MDL 

principle described in section 2.3. However, not all compound words that can be further segmented 

are. A segmentation is only forced upon a compound word or word element if it serves the purpose of 

the thesis. The compound word abnormal (abnormal) is segmented as ab | normal and not as ab | 

norm | al. 

When constructing the annotation patterns for the Greek and Latin morphemes, the Online Etymology 

Dictionary11 was used. For Swedish, my own knowledge and intuition was used. The full list of 

morphemes and annotation rules can be found the files in the authors Mumin directory. 

3.2.2. Annotated Training Word List 

The words in the annotated word list for training, are derived from a number of very basic morphemes 

that occur frequently in medical terminology. The morphemes were collected from Medicinsk 

ordbok12, an independent online digital library, containing more than 10 000 medical terms. They have 

created a list of basic morphemes13 (roots, prefixes and suffixes) that occur frequently in medical 

terminology and are used to construct a large number of words. For the same reason that 

Läkartidningen is used for training, to test the hypothesis that it will improve segmentation of Swedish 

words with Greek and Latin morphemes, is the annotated word list used to assess whether commonly 

used medical morphemes will help improve segmentation.  

Applying a set of annotation patterns, based on a small number of morphemes, to a large number of 

compound words is computationally less costly and more efficient than applying a set of annotation 

                                                      
11 http://www.etymonline.com/ [Accessed spring 2015] 

12 http://medicinskordbok.se/ [Retrieved spring 2015] 

13 http://medicinskordbok.se/morfem [Retrieved spring 2015] 

http://www.etymonline.com/
http://medicinskordbok.se/
http://medicinskordbok.se/morfem
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patterns, based on a large number of morphemes, to a large number of words. Even though the second 

option may return a higher recall rate, it defeats the purpose of morphologically analyzing words and 

resembles, instead, a look-up stemmer. 

Based on these conclusions, the compound words in the annotated word list are manually selected 

according to these criteria: 

i) they should preferably, to the extent possible, only consist of morphemes from the basic 

list of morphemes collected from Medicinsk ordbok 

ii) words with a high number of morphemes are preferred to words with a low number of 

morpheme 

iii) the list of annotated words should be as short as possible, meaning as few compound 

words as possible to follow the MDL principle (see section 2.3.) 

Following these criteria, a compound word like fonokardiografi (phonocardiography) was selected 

over a word like kardiastenos (cardiac stenosis), because all the morphemes in fonokardiografi are in 

the list of basic morphemes (criteria i), whereas stenos is not. kardiostenos also consists of fewer 

morphemes than fonokardiografi (criteria ii).  

To create the annotated training word list according to the criteria, each morpheme was entered, one 

by one, in Medicinsk ordbok’s search field. The searches returned different concatenation patterns. 

Many of the morphemes occurred in an initial, medial and final position. Some occurred in only one               

position, some in two and a few returned no search results. Out of all the entries returned by a search 

query, one of the longer one (not necessarily the longest, but often the longest) was selected and 

checked against already selected compound words. If the word selected had one or more morpheme 

already present in the list, the following word in length was checked in order to fulfill criteria iii. In 

some cases it was not possible to avoid including more than one occurrence of a certain morpheme. 

This is because the co-occurrence of the stems and affixes in the basic list of morphemes is very high. 

One clear example of this is the co-occurrence of the morpheme o with most of the stems. This 

situation is still preferred to the alternative: including morphemes that are not in the basic list of 

morphemes. It is better, and more in accordance with the criteria, to have many occurrences of, for 

example, the morpheme -o-, than to have one occurrence of ten unique morphemes, not in the list. 
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Figure 2. Example of a search in Medicinsk ordbok. The morpheme fon (phone) was entered. Image retrieved spring 

2015. 

 

For the morphemes which did not return any search results in Medicinsk ordbok, the next attempt at 

finding examples of relevant compound words was to search in Korp14. An extended search query was 

made in LT corpus for tokens containing the different morphemes or beginning with the morphemes. 

The results returned by the search were skimmed through to find words that fulfilled the criteria. At 

this stage, some morphemes not in the basic list of morphemes had to be included. 

This account of the selection process, however, is not completely accurate. There are also examples of 

morphemes which were returned by a search query in Medicinsk ordbok’s, but a compound word 

including the morpheme was retrieved from LT corpus. One example is the morpheme hypn (of or 

pertaining to “sleep”). A search query in Medicinsk ordbok returned the compound words hypnos 

(hypnosis) and hypnotikum (hypnotic). hypnos could not be used since it is segmented as in (17), 

which means that another entry would be needed to account for compound words containing hypno-. 

hypnotikum was not included because that would mean adding a morpheme that is not in the list of 

basic morphemes. 

 

(17)  

hypn | os 

 

This selection process is pseudo-manual and pseudo-random. The manual part is deciding the list of 

basic morphemes, from which to manually choose the words fulfilling the selection criteria. The 

random part is motivated by the lack of resources for annotating all the compound words and for 

                                                      
14 Korp is Språkbankens online concordance software, available at: http://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp 
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finding relevant compound words .While this random variable might have an effect on the 

segmentation, it is not believed to have a dramatic effect, as long as the basic morphemes are all 

accounted for. The summary of the training word list is described in table 4 and can be found in detail 

in the writers Mumin directory. 

 

Number of words Average number of 

morphemes per word 

175 3.291 

Table 4. Summary of training word list. 

3.2.3. Test Word List 

Many of the compound words that were not included in the annotated training word list, were instead 

included in the test word list. The test data, unlike the training data, has no limit of number of entries. 

The more to test the algorithm on, the better. Thus the third selection criteria from the annotated 

training word list loses its relevance for the test data. The first criteria is also rendered irrelevant 

because the test word list is supposed to include morphemes of Swedish origin (further discussed 

below). The second criteria is not important either, because the test word list does not have to follow 

the MDL principle. 

There is just one selection criteria for the test word list. This criteria is that the compound word has to 

be a Swedish word with Greek and Latin morphemes, see example (18) 

 

(18)  

homocysteinnivåer (levels of homocysteine) 

 

For this criteria is it important to define what constitutes a Swedish word, or more precisely, a 

Swedish morpheme. Without diving into a detailed etymological and historical linguistics account, it 

suffices to say that a Swedish morpheme, is a morpheme that is well-established in the Swedish 

language and has been adapted to, or already fits, Swedish morpho-phonological rules. The morpheme 

nivå (level) from example (18), is a loan word from Latin via French. But it is a common Swedish 

word. The writers own intuition was used for determining what constitutes a Swedish morpheme. 

In order to derive the test word list, each morpheme was searched for in Korp, in the same way as the 

training words were. The compound words were also randomly selected, not taking into account 

number of morphemes or Swedish affixes. Not all morphemes, however, are accounted for in the test 

word list. Some did not occur and others were simply not included due to the time-limit of the project. 

The summary of the test word list is described in table 5 and can be found in detail in the writers 

Mumin directory. 
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Number of words Average number of 

morphemes per word 

278 4.611 

Table 5. Summary of test word list. 
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4. Method 

This section first describes the Morfessor Baseline method’s cost function and algorithm in detail. 

Then two evaluation measurements, the strict matching precision and average precision rate are 

explained. Lastly, the experimental setups used for training the algorithm are presented in a table. 

4.1. The Morfessor Baseline Method 

The algorithm is built upon the Morfessor Baseline method (Creutz and Lagus (2002). The Morfessor 

2.0 Python software, a Python software installed on Mumin and run with command line tools, 

implements the Baseline method. Since the method has already been described in 2.3, this section will 

go into depth and explain the details of the cost function and the algorithm.  

4.1.1. Cost Function 

The total model cost consists of the cost of the training data (see table 1) and the cost of the lexicon of 

morphemes. m1m2…mn represents sequence of morpheme tokens, l represents the length in characters 

of the morpheme and k is the number of bits needed to computationally code a character (in this case a 

value of 5). (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

The total model cost, C, can be formalized thus: 

 

C = Cost(Training data) + Cost(Lexicon of morphemes) 

C = ∑ -log p(mi) + ∑ k · l(mj) 

     tokens      types 

 

This means that every occurrence of a unique morpheme from raw text data can be compressed into 

one single occurrence, representing all other occurrences. This gives the most concise representation 

of the data. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

The cost of the source text is thus the token count of mi divided by the total count of morpheme tokens. 

The probability (p) of mi being a morpheme, is estimated using the Maximum Likelihood method. It 

means that tokens with a high frequency rate are added to the lexicon of morphemes because it is cost-

efficient. Token with a low frequency rate, on the other hand, will not be added to the lexicon. (Creutz 

and Lagus (2002). 

4.1.2. Algorithm 

The algorithm starts off by considering the entire compound word to be a morpheme and adding it to 

the lexicon. Then every possible segmentation of the compound word into two parts is evaluated, 

selecting the one with the lowest cost. No segmentation at all can also be the lowest cost, in which 

case the processing of the compound word is complete and the next compound word is read from 

input. If the compound word has been segmented into two parts, the search for another segmentation is 

performed recursively on the two parts. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 
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The segmentation order can be represented as a binary tree for each compound word, with the leafs 

representing the morphemes of which the compound word consist, and the tree structure describing the 

ordering of the segmentations. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

During the algorithm process, a hierarchical data structure is used to store the current segmentation of 

every compound word encountered up to now (Creutz and Lagus (2002).. Let us assume that we have 

seven occurrences of radhus (townhouse) and two of husvagnar (caravans). Figure 3 then 

demonstrates a theoretical structure used for representing the segmentations of the compound word.  

 

 

Figure 3. Theoretical structure used for representing segmentation 

 

The number on the left-hand side of the colon punctuation mark is the location where the compound 

word is segmented (the first letter of a compound word equals one) and the number on the right-hand 

side is the occurrence count. The count of a sub-node always equals the sum of the node(s) from 

which it descends. The occurrence count of the nodes are used for calculating the relative frequencies 

of the morphemes. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

Identifying the morpheme sequence of a compound word is done by looking up the chunk that is 

identical to it, and them simply follow the segmentation split indices recursively until the leafs, i.e. 

nodes, are reached. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

Each time a new compound word is read from input, it is re-segmented, regardless of whether it has 

been observed before. This is done to avoid local optima, which is a result of new compound words 

tending to be segmented into morphemes already present in the lexicon, as a way of keeping the cost 

down. If the compound word has been observed, its chunk is removed and then decreases the count of 

its sub-node(s). Then the count of the observed word is increased by one an added to the lexicon as an 

unsegmented item. Lastly recursive segmentation is applied to it, which may lead to a new, different 

segmentation. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

With the increase of compound words that have been processed, the quality of the set of morphemes in 

the lexicon is continuously refined. Therefore, compound words that were processed at a very initial 

stage, and has not been observed since, may have a sub-optimal segmentation in the later stages of the 

training model. This is a consequence of newer, more suitable, morphemes having been added to the 

lexicon. To prevent sub-optimal segmentation, a “dreaming stage” is initialized at regular intervals: no 

more compound words are read from input. Instead, the models randomly iterates over already 

encountered compound words and performs a new segmentation of the words which may lead to a 

further compression of them. (Creutz and Lagus (2002). 

 

radhus husvagnar 

rad hus vagnar 

vagn ar 

3:7 3:2 

0:3 0:9 4:2 

0:2 0:2 
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The pseudo-code [4] in Pythonic fashion explains the algorithm. 

 

[4]  

1. lexicon = []   
2. costs = []   
3.    
4. for token in source text:   
5.     lexicon.append(token)   
6.    
7. for token in lexicon:   
8.     split token in two segments:   
9.         for segment in segments:   
10.             count cost   
11.             select min. cost   
12.             costs.append(min. cost)   
13.         if min. cost from initial token:   
14.             processing completed   
15.         else:   
16.             recursively split in two segments   

4.2. Strict Matching Precision and Average 

Precision Rate 

This sub-section describes the strict matching precision and average precision rate, which are 

evaluation measures that will be used for evaluating and comparing the results. 

4.2.1. Strict Matching Precision  

The strict matching precision, (P(sm)), is the percentage of words in the test data with segmentations 

that match the equivalent segmentation in the gold standard. In example (19), the first segmentation 

stomipåse (colostomy bag) is a strict match, whereas the second one ansiktsspasmer (involuntary 

muscle contractions in the face, face spasms) is not a strict match. 

 

(19)  

test segmentation  gold standard segmentation 

stom | i | påse  stom | i | påse 

ansikts | spasm | er  ansikt | s | spasm | er 

 

The strict matching precision is calculated by dividing the total number of compound words with 

correct segmentations in the test data with the total number of segmented compound words in the gold 

standard. The formula for the strict matching precision is (P(sm)) is: 

 

𝑃(𝑆𝑀) =
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
∗ 100% 
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For instance, the segmentation obtained by testing the model trained with SUC list resulted in a total 

number of 13 words with a strict match of all morphemes out of 278 segmented words. The (P(sm)) is 

thus 17/278 * 100% = 4.676% 

The strict matching precision calculating is coded in the following [5] Python script: 

 

[5]  

1. gold_standard = open('gold_standard.txt', 'r', encoding='utf-
8').read().split('\n')   

2. segmentation = open('*_seg.txt', 'r', encoding='utf-8').read().split('\n')   
3.    
4. line_count = 0   
5.    
6. for i, line1 in enumerate(gold_standard):   
7.     for j, line2 in enumerate(segmentation):   
8.         if line1 == line2:   
9.             line_count += 1   
10.                
11.             print(line_count, '\t', i, line1)   
12.                
13.             strict_matching_rate = line_count / 278   
14.                
15. print('\nStrict matching rate: ', strict_matching_rate)   

 

4.2.2. Average Precision Rate 

The average precision rate (P(A)) measures the “closeness” of the test segmentation to the gold standard 

segmentation. This measure is inspired by the concept of mean average precision (Schone and 

Jurafsky, 2009) in IR. One major difference is that (P(A)) is the average morpheme-based precision 

rate. The difference between (P(A)) and (P(SM)) is that (P(A)) takes into account compound words that 

have at least one correct morpheme in a segmented word, whereas (P(SM)) accounts for a 100% correct 

segmentation of morphemes in a word. 

Knowing the average precision rate is of interest because, although the segmentation may not be 

completely accurate, it can still be of a value because it is “good enough”. In example (20) otosalpingit 

(otosalpingitis), the particular word segmentation from one experiment resulted in five morphemes – 

the correct segmentation consists of six morphemes. 

  

(20)  

test segmentation  gold standard segmentation 

ot | o | salping | it | besvär ot | o | salping | it | be | svär  

 

Although the test segmentation of (20) failed to separate the prefix be- from the stem svär, it still 

managed to separate the Swedish part of the word from the non-Swedish part. 

The average precision rate is calculated by average of the precision of each word, which is obtained by 

dividing the total number of correct morphemes in a test segmentation with the total number of 

morphemes in the gold standard segmentation. The formula for the precision rate is: 
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𝑃(𝐴) =
∑

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
∗ 100% 

 

The individual average precision rate for the test segmentation in (20) is thus: 4/6 = 0.666. 

The average precision rate calculating is coded in the [6] Python script. 

 

[6]  

1. segmentation = open('SUC_100_raw_ann_seg.txt', encoding='utf-8').readlines()   
2. gold_standard = open('gold_standard.txt', encoding='utf-8').readlines()   
3.    
4. correct_morphemes = 0   
5. total_morphemes = 0   
6.    
7. for i in range(0, len(segmentation)):   
8.     segmentation_morphemes = segmentation[i].strip().split()   
9.     gold_standard_morphemes = gold_standard[i].strip().split()   
10.    
11.     for m in segmentation_morphemes:   
12.         if m in gold_standard_morphemes:   
13.             correct_morphemes += 1   
14.    
15.     total_morphemes += len(gold_standard_morphemes)   
16.    
17. precision = float(correct_morphemes) / float(total_morphemes)   
18. percentage = precision * 100   
19. print(percentage)   

4.2. Experimental Setup  
There are six different experimental setups. The algorithm is trained using the training data text file 

formats described in section 3. For a complete account of the Python software command structure 

used for training the algorithm, see appendix C. 

  

Experimental setups  Training data  

Setup 1  LT raw corpus text (LT RAW)  

Setup 2  SUC3.0 raw corpus text (SUC RAW)  

Setup 3  LT corpus-derived word frequency list (LT LIST)  

Setup 4  SUC3.0 corpus-derived word frequency list (SUC LIST)  

Setup 5  LT raw corpus text with annotated data (LT ANN)  

Setup 6  SUC3.0 raw corpus text with annotated data (SUC ANN)  

Table 6. Summary of experimental setups.   
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5. Results 

This sections presents the results obtained by training the algorithm with the six different experimental 

setups explained in section 4.2. The results are evaluated by comparing them to each other, which is an 

important part of analyzing the results. The evaluation tables can be found in appendix D.  

5.1. Results 

The presented results are of relevance to the research question of the thesis: 

i) model training time (depends on the size of the data) 

ii) model training cost (see 4.1.1.) 

iii) strict matching precision of the obtained segmentation compared to the gold standard (see 

4.2.1) 

iv) average morpheme-based precision rate of the obtained segmentation compared to the 

gold standard (see 4.2.2) 

v) amount of data needed to obtain reasonable segmentation 

vi) kind of data needed to obtain reasonable segmentation. 

 

5.1.1. Result Tables 

The results in the tables 7-9 are presented in the same order as the experimental setups described in 

section in 4.2 are. They also reveal the performance and quality of segmentation depending on the 

amount of data used for the training, that is, 100%, 50%, and 25% of the corpora. The result in bold 

style represent the best result within each category. 

 

Table 7. Results from model training with 100% of the corpora.  

Experiment Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

LT RAW 12944090.3525 12052.201 7.91366906475 13.3385335413 

SUC RAW 2672064.95426 1000.689 5.75539568345 30.7332293292 

LT LIST 12959863.8403 6001.261 8.27338129496                            13.8065522621 

SUC LIST 2324355.12477 867.630 5.03597122302 32.1372854914 

LT ANN 26394906.097 7865.808 17.9856115108                            57.0202808112 

SUC ANN 5767838.27247 937.225 17.6258992806 63.5725429017 
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Table 8. Results from model training with ~50% of the corpora.  

Experiment Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

LT RAW 8855207.28052 5038.692 8.63309352518 15.2886115445 

SUC RAW 1665841.47275 598.084  5.39568345324 30.4212168487 

LT LIST 8326254.34107 3740.709 7.91366906475 15.600624025 

SUC LIST 1228926.01837 457.227 3.95683453237 35.3354134165 

LT ANN 18135461.7669 443.561 18.345323741                              58.2683307332 

SUC ANN  7629744.47234 665.162 18.7050359712                   67.0046801872 

 

Table 9. Results from model training with ~25% of the corpora.  

Experiment Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

LT RAW 6046530.24671                   3175.569   8.9928057554 18.0187207488 

SUC RAW  1047300.73267                359.6605  5.3597122302    35.1794071763 

LT LIST 5217524.03335                      2264.121 8.9928057554    16.848673947 

SUC LIST 651570.950922                     359.6605  2.15827338129     34.399375975 

LT ANN 12375640.6077                     3250.988  17.6258992806 58.0343213729                              

SUC ANN  7345344.44881  400.137 15.4676258993 64.6645865835 
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6. Discussion 

This section will discuss the results obtained by the different training models in terms of (P(SM)) and 

(P(A)) of the obtained segmentations compared to the gold standard, model training cost and model 

training time, and the amount of data and kind of data needed to obtain a reasonable segmentation. 

 

6.1. Model Training with 100% of the Corpora 

6.1.1. Strict Matching Rate 

The best results for (P(SM)) was achieved by the LT ANN model. This could be said to support the 

hypothesis that the training data containing more medical terminology, here LT corpus, is believed to 

produce a better segmentation, than data containing less (or no) medical terminology, as the general 

SUC corpus does. However, the second best results was achieved by the SUC ANN model, with only 

a 1.999% difference. This is not a very significant difference. One possible reason for this could be 

that the SUC corpus contains more types than the LT corpus does. More types mean that the model 

can learn more. 

6.1.2. Average Precision Rate 

The best results for (P(A))was achieved by the SUC ANN model. This would then refute the hypothesis 

that the training data containing more medical terminology produces a better segmentation. The LT 

ANN model achieved the second best results, with a 10.306% difference, which is somewhat 

significant. This could also be because the SUC corpus contains more types than the LT corpus.  

6.1.3. Training Cost and Training Time 

SUC LIST, SUC RAW, and SUC ANN have the lowest training cost (in mentioned order). This is 

not a surprising result, seeing as the SUC training data is smaller than the LT training data. The SUC 

ANN model is the most costly of the three because it also uses annotated data for training, which the 

two other models do not. The SUC LIST models is cheaper than the SUC RAW model because it has 

less tokens as a result of only including the token frequency count, and not the actual tokens 

themselves. 

The models with the shortest training time are: SUC LIST, SUC ANN, and SUC RAW (in mentioned 

order). The SUC LIST model takes less time to train because there are less token to process. The SUC 

ANN model is faster training than the SUC RAW model because it receives training help from the 

annotated training data. 

The SUC models, in general, has a lower training cost and training time than the LT models. 
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6.2. Model Training with 50% of the Corpora 

6.2.1. Strict Matching Rate 

The best results for (P(SM)) was achieved by the SUC ANN model. But the improvement rate over the 

second best model, LT ANN, is only 1.923%. These results refute the hypothesis of training data with 

more medical terminology resulting in better segmentation, but the difference between the two models 

is very insignificant. Interestingly, when only using 50% of the training data, the SUC ANN model 

outperforms the LT ANN model, which was not the case in the results from section 6.1.1. The 

decrease in data size could have contributed to this. 

6.2.2. Average Precision Rate 

The best results for (P(A)) was also achieved by the SUC ANN model. The second best model is LT 

ANN, showed a decreased (P(A)) of 13.038 %. Also this result is believed to be a consequence of the 

SUC corpus containing more types than the LT corpus. 

6.2.3. Training Cost and Training time 

The best results for the lowest training cost is the same as in section 6.1.3. and for the same reasons. 

The best results for the shortest training time was the LT ANN model. This is an interesting result. All 

the SUC models outperformed the LT models in training time, when trained with 100% of the corpus. 

But when trained with 50% of the corpus, LT ANN produced best results. One possibility why the LT 

ANN model performed better could be a combination of fewer tokens and types and the help from the 

annotated training data. 

6.3. Model Training with 25% of the Corpora 

6.3.1. Strict Matching Rate 

The best results for (P(SM)) was achieved by the LT ANN model, which performed 12.224% better 

than the second best model, SUC ANN. This is interesting when compared to the results in section 

6.1.1. where the difference between the best model, LT ANN, and the second best model, SUC ANN, 

was insignificant. It seems as if the difference greatly increases with a decrease of data size.  

6.3.2. Average Precision Rate 

The best results for (P(A)) was achieved by the SUC ANN model with a 10.235% higher P(A) than the 

second best model, LT ANN. This is most likely also due to the fact that the SUC corpus contain more 

types. 

6.3.3. Training Cost and Training Time 

The lowest training cost, and shortest training time, was achieved by the SUC LIST model, for the 

same reasons as in section 6.1.3. 
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6.4. Amount of Data Needed 

It is evident from the results of the different experiments that not enough training data was used for 

obtaining reasonable segmentations in terms of (P(SM)). The three highest results for (P(SM)) for each 

data size was approximately 17%, 17% and 18%. Either more training data is needed, or better 

annotated training data, or both. These results are closer to being unacceptable, than being reasonable. 

The results for the segmentations in terms of (P(A)) were fairly reasonable, all around circa 65%. 

Considering that the annotated SUC models achieved the best results for (P(A)), it could be that more 

general training data is needed for achieving, not just reasonable, but good results. It seems as if the 

type of corpus used for training is less important, as evidenced by the fact that the SUC ANN models 

outperformed the LT ANN models. What this reveals, however, is that annotated training data 

certainly makes a significant difference. More annotated data probably would have increased the 

results. 

6.5. Specialized Corpus versus General Corpus 

The hypothesis that training data, containing more medical terminology, will improve segmentation, 

must be answered separately for (P(SM)) and (P(A)).  

For (P(SM)) the LT ANN (100%) did outperform its SUC counterpart, but the difference was not 

significant enough to say anything about whether the type of the corpora had any influence on the 

results. The conclusion applies to the results from training the model with 50% of the corpora. 

Training the model with 25% of the corpora, however, showed a significant improvement when 

trained with the LT ANN model. A decrease in data most likely resulted in a decrease in types for the 

SUC models, which did not have the same big impact on the LT models. 

For the (P(A)) results, it is clear that the medical terminology in the LT corpus did not improve 

segmentation. The SUC models greatly outperformed their LT counterparts by at least 10%, which is 

a huge difference. 
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7. Conclusions 

The best segmentation for (P(SM)) with 100 % of the corpora was achieved by the LT ANN corpus, but 

it did not produce a significantly better segmentation than the next best segmentation, SUC ANN. 

Moving on to 50 % of the corpora, the SUC ANN achieved the best segmentation, followed by LT 

ANN. But the difference was not significant either. With only 25 % of the corpora, the best 

performing segmentation obtained by LT ANN showed a somewhat significant improvement from the 

second-best segmentation obtained by SUC ANN. Out of all the different corpora sizes, the SUC ANN 

(50 %) produced the best segmentation. This suggest that there is no strong evidence for the 

hypothesis that training data containing more medical terminology produces a better segmentation 

than training data containing less (or no) medical terminology. It also shows that big data is not 

necessarily the best data. What seems to make a significant difference in this case is the amount of 

different types, which the SUC corpora have more of. A possible reason for a higher number of types 

leading to a better segmentation, could be due to the fact that many words in the test data contain 

Swedish morphemes, as does the SUC training data. The LT training data contain less types. 

It should be noted, however, that making any conclusions regarding (P(SM)) is difficult. The results are 

too low to be considered reasonable, meaning that more training data is needed, or better annotated 

training data, or both. (P(A)) on the other hand, showed fairly reasonable segmentations, with all 

models obtaining around 65 % correctness. The best segmentation for (P(A)) was achieved by SUC 

ANN, regardless of corpus size. The second best segmentation, also regardless of corpus size, was 

produced by the LT ANN corpora. The difference in results was significantly higher than that of the 

difference in results for (P(SM)). The results for (P(A)) also refutes the hypothesis mentioned above 

regarding specialized versus general corpora. 

The annotated training data produce better segmentation but have a higher training cost and a longer 

training time. However, obtaining much better results than the unannotated training data, it is fair to 

say that annotated training is needed for reasonable segmentation. Better and more annotated training 

data is needed to improve the results presented in this paper. The training cost and training time, 

although important factors, did not contribute significantly to segmentation. 
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8. Appendices 

Appendix A - Läkartidningen Corpus Processing 

Each XML-file was retrieved, extracting all the tokens to a new text file, separated by newline 

(see code example 1). The files were named lt<year>.txt (lt1996.txt will be used as an example 

when demonstrating the processing) 

 

[1] 

grep -h -o '>.*<' *.xml | sed 's/>//' | sed 's/<//' > lt1996.txt 

 

Using lt1996.txt as input, the following command (code example 2) was used for returning a 

word frequency list: 

 

[2] 

cat lt1996.txt | sort | uniq -c | sort -n -r > lt1996_list.txt 

 

Also using lt1996.txt as input, the following command (code example 3) returned each token 

separated by a blank space instead of a newline, resulting in raw text: 

 

[3] 

cat lt1996.txt | tr '\n' ' ' > lt1996_raw.txt 

 

All the word frequency lists and the raw texts were merged together into two other text files 

with the following command (code example 4): 

 

[4] 

cat * > LT_100_list.txt 

cat * > LT_100_raw.txt 

 

The merging was done, partly, in order to randomly write over 50% and 25% of the lines from 

the word frequency list to two new text files (using example 5). 
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[5] 

shuf –n <numerical value> LT_list.txt > LT_*_list.txt 

 

The last processing for the word frequency lists was removing the tabs from each line (using example 

6). 

 

[6] 

sed -i 's/^[\t ]*//g' *_list.txt 
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Appendix B – SUC 3.0 Corpus Processing 

The columns wanted (i.e. the token and count) from the downloaded file were cut out using Linux’s 

cut command and pasted into a different text file.  

 

[1] 

cut -f2 *.conll | tr '\n' ' ' > SUC.txt  

 

This text file is then used as input for another python code to end up with the same format as the LT 

raw text and LT word frequency list (see code example [2).  

 

[2] 

cut -f2 *.conll | tr '\n' ' ' > name.txt raw text 

 

And lastly, the tabs were removed with [3]. 

 

[3] 

awk '{print $1, $NF}' word_frequency.txt > test2.txt  
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Appendix C – Python software command structure  
The following command structure is used for training the Morfessor Baseline algorithm. -t is the 

command for training the model and -s is the command for saving the training model as a binary file 

(see [1])  

  

[1]   

 Training:  morfessor -t <training data .txt-file> -s <model .bin- 

file>  

 Example:  morfessor -t LT_raw.txt -s LT_ raw.bin  

  

Each training data text file is thus used to train the algorithm, resulting in a unique training model. 

The model is then used to test the algorithm against the (unannotated) test data, using the following 

command structure [2]:  

 

[2]   

 Testing:  morfessor-segment -l <model .bin-file> -T <test data  

.txt-file> -o <output segmentation .txt-file>  

 Example:  morfessor-segment –l LT_raw.bin test_data.txt –o  

LT_raw_seg.txt  

  

The –l is the command for loading the training model and -o is the command for returning a 

segmentation text file of the test data as an output.  
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Appendix D – Evaluation of the results 

Tables 1-3 evaluates the different results by comparing them to each other. The tables are ordered 

from the highest ranking experiment at the top, to the lowest ranking experiment at the bottom of the 

table. The different rankings are: 

(i) The experiment with the lowest cost is the highest ranking, and the one with the highest 

cost is the lowest ranking.  

(ii) The experiment taking the shortest time to train is the highest ranking, and the one taking 

the longest time to train is the lowest ranking.  

(iii) The experiment with the highest strict matching percentage rate is considered highest 

ranking, and the one with the lowest strict matching percentage rate is considered the 

lowest ranking. 

(iv) The experiment with the highest average precision rate is considered the highest ranking, 

and the one with the lowest average precision rate is considered the lowest ranking. 

 

Table 10. Evaluation of model training with 100 % of the corpora 

Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

SUC LIST SUC LIST LT ANN SUC ANN 

SUC RAW SUC ANN SUC ANN LT ANN 

SUC ANN SUC RAW LT RAW SUC LIST 

LT RAW LT LIST LT LIST SUC RAW 

LT LIST LT ANN SUC RAW LT LIST 

LT ANN LT RAW SUC LIST LT RAW 

 

Table 11. Evaluation of model training with 50 % of the corpora 

Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

SUC LIST LT ANN SUC ANN SUC ANN 

SUC RAW SUC LIST LT ANN LT ANN 

SUC ANN SUC RAW LT RAW SUC LIST 

LT LIST SUC ANN LT LIST SUC RAW 

LT RAW LT LIST SUC LIST LT LIST 

LT ANN LT RAW SUC RAW LT RAW 

 

Table 12. Evaluation of model training with 25 % of the corpora 

Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

SUC LIST SUC LIST/SUC RAW LT ANN SUC ANN 
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SUC RAW SUC LIST/SUC RAW SUC ANN LT ANN 

LT LIST SUC ANN LT RAW/LT LIST SUC RAW 

LT RAW LT LIST LT RAW/LT LIST SUC LIST 

SUC ANN LT RAW SUC RAW LT RAW 

LT ANN LT ANN SUC LIST LT LIST 
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Table 13. Evaluation of model training with 100 %, 50 %, and 25 % of the corpora 

 

  

Cost Time (s) P(SM) P(A) 

SUC LIST (25 %) SUC LIST (25 %) /SUC 

RAW (25 %) 

SUC ANN (50 %) SUC ANN (50 %) 

SUC RAW (25 %)   LT ANN (50 %) SUC ANN (25 %) 

SUC LIST (50 %) SUC RAW (25 %)            SUC ANN (100 %) / LT 

ANN (25 %) 

SUC ANN (100 %) 

SUC RAW (50 %) LT ANN (50 %)  LT ANN (25 %) 

SUC LIST (100 %) SUC LIST (50 %) LT ANN (100 %) LT ANN (50 %) 

SUC RAW (100 %) SUC RAW (50 %)       SUC ANN (25 %) LT ANN (100 %) 

LT LIST (25 %) SUC ANN (50 %)  LT RAW (25 %) / LT 

LIST (25 %) 

SUC RAW (25 %) 

SUC ANN (100 %) SUC LIST (100 %)  SUC LIST (50 %) 

LT RAW (25 %) SUC ANN (100 %) LT RAW (50 %) SUC LIST (25 %) 

SUC ANN (25 %) SUC RAW (100 %) LT LIST (100 %) SUC LIST (100 %) 

SUC ANN (50 %) LT LIST (25 %) LT LIST (50 %) / LT 

RAW (100 %) 

SUC LIST (50 %) 

LT LIST (50 %) LT RAW (25 %)  SUC RAW (100 %) 

LT RAW (50 %) LT ANN (25 %) SUC RAW (25 %) LT RAW (25 %) 

LT ANN (25 %) LT LIST (50 %) SUC RAW (50 %) LT LIST (25 %) 

LT RAW (100 %) LT RAW (50 %) SUC LIST (100 %) LT LIST (50 %) 

LT LIST (100 %) LT LIST (100 %) SUC RAW (100 %) LT RAW (50 %) 

LT ANN (50 %) LT ANN (100 %) SUC LIST (50 %) LT LIST (100 %) 

LT ANN (100 %) LT RAW (100 %) SUC LIST (25 %) LT RAW (100 %) 
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